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Philanthropy & COVID-19

This is the second part of our Special Edition: Philanthropy & COVID-19

With the incredible amount of content received from our members, partners, and
special guests, we decided to bring them all together in a Special Edition of our



Philanthropic Year Journal.

The PhiLanthropic Year is a journal that specializes in the transmission of
scienti�c and professional knowledge within the grantmaking philanthropic
sector.

Coordinated by Katherine Mac Donald and Diane Alalouf-Hall, this Special Edition
on philanthropy and solidarity in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic has
mobilized the entire PhiLab Network.

We invite you to read the �rst edition (2019) of the PhiLanthropic here.

Note: This edition has been separated into two portions. This �rst wave of articles
can be found here:

Philanthropy & COVID-19 part 1

Take care of yourself, and of others.

This COVID-19 special edition is
separated as follows:

Editorial
Preamble
6 Interviews
5 Quebec Hub articles
1 Ontario Hub article
2 Western Hub articles
1 Atlantic Hub article
2 International Unit articles
5 articles from Guest Contributor

Find the complete journal in a �ip-
through version here

Find the individual articles in PDF
format here



Important announcements

PhiLab's latest book is �nally available!

Philanthropic Foundations in Canada: Landscapes,
Indigenous Perspectives and Pathways to Change

“This book marks a turning point in the evolution of
Canada’s philanthropic landscape – a testament to
new and ground-breaking knowledge that re�ects a

distinct Canadian foundation sector. Explore
established and emerging landscapes, Indigenous

perspectives on philanthropy and creative and
innovative pathways to change.

Get the free pdf download version here



Check out the Quebec Hub's most recent addition on
Le podcast du PhiLab on BaladoQuébec:

La solidarité en crise, Centraide et la nouvelle
philanthropie.

We are always looking for new content from our
members for the podcast. Contact your hub

coordinator or supervisor for more information, or the
administrative team at: philab@uqam.ca

The Quebec Hub has a new student: Charles Duprez,
welcome to the team!

"I am working on a PhiLab research project on public,
private and community foundations' response to

COVID-19. I also work for the Network for Business
Sustainability (NBS) and member of the research
group on Social Responsability and Sustainable
Development (CSRSD) under the supervision of

Corinne Gendron."



The Atlantic Hub has a new partner!

Community Foundation of Nova Scotia

"The Community Foundation of Nova Scotia is eager
to engage in this partnership with the PhiLab Atlantic

Hub to pursue our mutual goals of research,
knowledge transfer, network building, and public

knowledge dissemination."

The Western Hub has just hired a new coordinator:
Alykhan Bhanji, welcome to the team!

"I have been fortunate enough to have been involved
in the non-pro�t sector for a lengthy period. I also
have a developed background in economics. My

research interests involve the economics of charities
and the role of giving. Speci�cally, the role of

foundations in the third sector. Having been an active
volunteer, board member and a donor in a wide array
of non-pro�table institutions, I have been able to view

the sector from different perspectives."



The Western Hub has recently published a post on
their website Funders in the West on COVID-19 and

Philanthropy in Western Canada:

How Foundations in the West are Responding to the
COVID-19 Pandemic

Three PhiLab
researchers, Jean-Marc

Fontan, Élisabeth
Robinot and Léo
Trespeuch co-

authored an article
published by The

Conversation Canada:
La pandémie va-t-elle

(vraiment) changer
nos habitudes ?

Ontario Hub's François Brouard has recently
published a new article, in French only, for the

Research Group in Comedy Industry on what the
comedy industry might look like post-COVID-19:

Industrie de l’humour et l’après-COVID : Estimations
du nombre de places dans les salles de spectacles



Diane Alalouf-Hall, Coordinator of the Quebec Hub
and Ph.D. candidate has co-authored an article

published by The Conversation Canada:

Covid-19 dans les camps de réfugiés :
vers la catastrophe humanitaire

Quebec Hub's Valentin Migabo has recently written
an article that was published by The Conversation

Canada:

L'Afrique face à la Covid-19 : une riposte inégale

Recent article by The Philanthropist:

Fundraising During COVID-19: How Charities are
Fighting to Move the Needle and Make a Difference

Also check out their most recent Sector News Digest
here 



Report: Imagine Canada Sector Monitor: Charities &
the COVID-19 Pandemic

"This report details the experiences of charities since
the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, including the

impact of physical distancing, mandatory closure of
non-essential businesses, and myriad other changes

to the operating environment."

Resources:

COVID-19 Resources for Canadian Fundraisers
Federal Government COVID-19 Measures -

Implications for Sector Organizations

Emergency Community Support Fund

"In collaboration with the Canadian Red
Cross and United Way Centraide Canada, CFC is

proud to be involved in the allocation of funding. The
fund is designed to help Canada’s most

vulnerable populations during the COVID-19 crisis."

Learn how they are putting equity and inclusion at the
heart of our emergency response here



COVID-19 is a major test of collectivity and solidarity
for Canadians. During these uncertain times, we all
have a role to play. As a philanthropic community,

there are several things foundations can do right now.
We can help by acting quickly and collaboratively, as

well as by stretching beyond our conventions and
norms as organizations to adapt to the new realities

imposed by COVID-19.

Read their full statement here

Past Webinars

The effects of the COVID-19 pandemic has been truly
encompassing and global. On this page you can �nd

links to information and resources on how our
members and partners are responding to the crisis. 

Consult their resource page:

Resources in response to COVID-19

United Way Centraide Radar

"Launched in the midst of a health crisis, the
COVID-19 release of our innovative mapping tool

provides a sociodemographic pro�le of our
neighbourhoods, cities and towns. It also

emphasizes food security agencies, which have seen
a sharp rise in demand since the crisis started."

Alliance featured article of the month



Facebook Twitter LinkedIn Youtube Academia

Interview: Benjamin Bellegy, WINGS

Benjamin Bellegy of WINGS talks to Alliance about
their recent report on the role of philanthropy

networks, the pandemic and the priorities both signal
for philanthropy networks and associations.

Alliance magazine has  reduced their subscription prices by 50% so
you can stay connected to the latest developments in global

philanthropy during this crisis until  May 29th only .

Support PhiLab: Participate on social media!

In order to increase the reach of PhiLab's publications, you can help us by
participating in social media! A simple 'like', comment or share helps us

disseminate knowledge to the sector.

We now have four active social media platforms , there's one for everyone, no
matter your style!

PhiLab students still have access to the Facebook group which is reserved for
them.

This newsletter is sent by the Canadian Partnership Research Network
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